
The RMSE method will be used in this project to determine which algorithm is the

best.  The root  mean square  error  (RMSE) is  used  to  calculate  a  model's  error  rate  when

predicting a  numerical  value.  The lower the RMSE value,  the more accurate  the model's

prediction.

CHAPTER 5

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

5.1 Implementation

First, csv file inserted into orange. The contents of raw dataset columns can be viewed

in the import option. CSV File Import is linked to Select Columns.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart Orange

Figure 5.1: CSV file import



After input a csv file, Select Transform will be selected, followed by Select Columns.

Select Columns is placed next to the CSV file. By default, the target will be empty. Following

that, Select Columns attribute prices will be targeted.

After that, Transform is opened, and then the data sampler is created. Select Columns

are placed next to Sampler Data. In Data Sampler, the fixed proportion of data is determined

by the author. Then the imported CSV file is linked to the sample data to select fields. In this

study, the proportion of fixed data was set to 70%, 80%, and 90%. 
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Figure 5.2: Target price



A model is chosen based on the input target. Following that, kNN and Random Forest

are chosen. It is placed next to Data Sample and Data Sample connects to kNN and Random

Forest.
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Figure 5.3: Fixed proportion of data



After  selecting  the  model,  Evaluate  is  selected.  In  Evaluate  need  to  choose

Predictions.  Predictions  are  placed  next  to  kNN and Random Forest.  KNN and  Random

Forest are then linked to predictions.

To  find  out  the  target  data  set,  Data  Sampler  is  connected  to  Predictions.  After

completing the setup described earlier, everything is wired to enable predictive use. To see the

comparison of results between the algorithm and the target, there is one more step.
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Figure 5.4: Model

Figure 5.5: Predictions



One more thing to do, the connection between Data Sampler and Predictions must be

changed. The default setting is that Sample Data will be connected to Data. It is changed to

Remaining Data connected to Data. 
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Figure 5.6: Connect all

Figure 5.7: Connection between Data Sampler and Predictions



5.2 Results

In  Predictions,  we can  see in  detail  which  algorithm has  the  closest  result  to  the

target.Shown  regression  is  changed  from  difference  to  (none).  To  know  the  average  of

algorithm, Show performance score will be checklisted.

The  RMSE KNN  results  70% are  17819.453,  80% are  17437.003,  and  90% are

16488.061. The results of the RMSE Random Forest 70% is 142286.83, 80% is 127456.71,

and 90% is 85347.085. The results of 70%, 80%, and 90% of the data show that the K-Nearest
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Figure 5.8: Result of Predictions



Neighbors (KNN) algorithm has predictions that are closer to the target than the Random

Forest algorithm. 
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Figure 5.9: Result
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